
 

 

1993-2002 F-Body Kooks Dual Exhaust   

Installation Instructions 

 
Do not attempt this installation if proper safety equipment isn’t available to you. Seek the 

assistance of a professional installer. Read and understand all directions before starting any 

of the instruction process. 

 

A lift is highly recommended in the installation process of these components. If a vehicle lift 

in not accessible to you, a jack and four jack stands may be substituted.  It is recommended to 

refer to your owner’s manual before raising and supporting any vehicle. A basic 

understanding of general hand tools and vehicle mechanics is also recommended. 

 

Kooks Dual Exhaust requires the installation of Kooks headers, BMR drive shaft loop, Part 

#DSL001 and BMR drop panhard (trackbar), Part #PHR004, relocation brace. Kooks F-Body 

dual exhaust X-Pipe is a direct replacement for Kooks F-Body Y-Pipe. 

 

After installing Kooks headers, and removing original exhaust, proceed with the following 

steps on dual exhaust installation.  

 

Install BMR drive shaft loop (Refer to BMR install instructions regarding any additional 

questions.) 

 -Remove existing support brace. (13mm bolts) 

 -Mark drive shaft to yoke position. 

  (It is recommended to reinstall drive shaft in the originally locked position.) 

 -Remove 7/16 bolts connecting drive shaft to the rear end yoke. 

 -Lower rear of drive shaft and slide BMR drive shaft loop over drive shaft, 

 -Re-install drive shaft and tighten bolts to factory specs. 
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Install BMR drop panhard support bar. 

    Refer to BMR install instructions regarding any additional questions, 

 -Remove original panhard bar and panhard support brace. 

 -Remove rear factory heat shields and replace with Kooks supplied heat wrap. 

 -Install BMR drop panhard support brace. 

 -Re-install original panhard bar or replace with adjustable aftermarket panhard bar if 

  desired. 

 

Install Kooks rear exhaust hangers 

 -Remove factory hangers and replace with Kooks factory replacement hangers. 

 -Be sure the hangers are put on the correct side, the bend will face outwards. 

 -Also supplied are two additional hangers to be mounted off rear bumper support studs 

   located to the inside of the each frame rail. Additional hangers are to aid in support 

   and eliminate exhaust from sagging over time. 

 

 

Install Kooks Exhaust System 

*Note* Do Not tighten clamps or hangers until entire exhaust has been installed. 

Align exhaust and tighten 

 

*Note* If exhaust has clearance issues and check for proper alignment and  installation. 

Thank you for your purchase, we appreciate your business.  

If additional assistance is needed, please contact Kooks Custom Headers 

 Toll free at 1-866-586-KOOK or contact your dealer. 
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